
1MATH 136-01Chapter 7 Topi Review SheetOtober 22, 2004This is a list of terminology and topis overed in the seventh hapter of Calulus, D. Hughes-Hallet, et. al. 3rd edition. Please onsult the text for de�nitions, statements of properties, andnumerous examples and exerises. Terms in bold fae are de�ned in the text. We will over setions7.1, 7.2, 7.4, 7.7 and 7.8.Integration by Substitution (Setion 7.1) Integration by substitution is the hain rule \runbakwards." The hain rule tells us that (k(j(x))0 = k0(j(x))j0(x), so that the anti-derivativeof k0(j(x))j0(x) is k(j(x)). That is,Z k0(j(x))j0(x) dx = k(j(x)) + C:To make use of this, we must be able to reognize when an integrand is the produt of twofuntions, one of whih is a omposition and the other is a onstant multiple of the derivativeof the inside funtion of the omposition. In pratie, if we have an integral of the form,Z f(g(x))h(x) dxwe an proeed with the method if g0(x) is a multiple of h(x). That is, g0(x) =  � h(x) where is a onstant. To arry out the substitution, we let u = g(x). Then dudx =  � h(x), or1du = h(x)dx. Substituting both these terms into the integral we have:Z f(g(x))h(x) dx = 1 Z f(u) duIf we an �nd an anti-derivative F (u) of f(u), the solution is1F (u) + C = 1F (g(x)) + CIt is important that the �nal answer be expressed in terms of the original variable of integra-tion. When we apply this to a de�nite integral, we an either evaluate the anti-derivative atthe endpoints of integration in terms of the original variable of integration, so thatZ ba f(g(x))h(x) dx = 1F (g(x))jba;or onvert the limits to w and then substitute into the intermediate form so thatZ ba f(g(x))h(x) dx = 1F (u)jg(b)g(a);Integration by Parts (Setion 7.2) Integration by parts is a onsequene of the produt rule forderivatives. The produt rule an be rearranged as follows:u(x)v0(x) = (u(x)v(x))0 � v(x)u0(x)



2 Taking the inde�nite integral of both sides of the equation gives the following integral formula:Z u(x)v0(x) dx = u(x)v(x) � Z v(x)u0(x) dx:In short-hand, we have R u dv = uv � R v du. To apply this to the integral of a produt, wemust deide whih fator we want to treat as the derivative. We then �nd the anti-derivative ofthis term, di�erentiate the other term, to obtain the right hand side in the above formula. Therough rule is that u0(x) should be simpler than u(x) and v(x) should be no more ompliatedthat v0(x). If the tehnique is to work, the integral on the right side must be simpler (orno worse) than the one on the left side. We may have to apply this tehnique repeatedly inorder to produe an integral that an be evaluated by other means. If, when we repeat thisproess, the original integral reappears on the right side, we ollet the integrals on one sideof the equation and divide by the oeÆient to produe an answer. This is the ase when wehave a produt of a sine or a osine and an exponential.Algebrai Identities and Trigonometri Substitutions (Setion 7.4) The starting point inthis setion is the partial fration deomposition of a rational funtion P (x)Q(x) , when thedegree of the numerator is less than that of the denominator. (If the degree of the numeratoris greater than that of the denominator, we arry out polynomial long division, dividing Q(x)into P (x), to produe a polynomial plus a remainder term. The remainder term will be ofthe orret form.) Eah summand of the partial fration deomposition an be integrated byelementary tehniques. The form of the deomposition is determined by the fators of Q(x).The most general form of the deomposition is rather lengthy, so following the text, we writeout the di�erent piees of the deomposition.� If Q(x) is the produt of distint linear fators, for eah fator there will be a summandof the form Ax�  :� If Q(x) ontains a repeated linear fator (x� )n, then the deomposition must ontainn summands of the form A1x�  + A2(x� )2 + � � �+ An(x� )n ;where A1; : : : ; An are distint onstants.� If Q(x) ontains a quadrati term q(x) that has no real roots, then the deompositionmust ontain a term of the form Ax+Bq(x) :One we write out the orret general form for the partial fration deomposition, we mustsolve for the onstants in the numerator. We do this �rst by putting all terms over theommon denominator Q(x). Then we have two options, we an �rst ollet all the terms inthe numerator, set this numerator equal to P (x), equate the oeÆients of the terms of thesame degree, and solve the orresponding system of equations. Or, we an equate numerators,evaluate the numerators at as many di�erent values of x as we have unknown onstants toprodue a system of equations. In pratie, hoosing to substitute roots of Q(x) onsiderablysimpli�es the alulations. The anti-derivative of the terms on the right will be naturallogarithms, powers, or inverse tangents.



3Trigonometri substitutions are also onsidered in this setion. For integrands involvingpa2 � x2, we replae x by a sin(�), so that qa2 � a2 sin�(�) = a os(�). To omplete thesubstitution we must replae dx by a os(�)d�. For integrands involving 1x2+a2 , we replae xby a tan(�), so that 1x2+a2 = 1a2 tan2(�)+a2 = 1a2 se2(�) = 1a2 os(�). To omplete the substitutionwe must replae dx by a se2(�)d�.Improper Integrals (Setion 7.7) A de�nite integral is alled an improper integral if either ofthe limits of integration is in�nite or the integrand is unbounded. If a limit of integration isin�nite, we replae the in�nite limit by a symboli onstant, evaluate the new de�nite integralas we usually do, whih will yield an expression in terms of this onstant, then take the limitof this expression as the onstant approahes �1 or 1. For example, if the upper limit ofintegration is 1, we have Z 1a f(x) dx = limb!1Z ba f(x) dx:If this limit exists, we say that the improper integral is onvergent. Otherwise we say it isdivergent. If the lower limit of integration is �1 we proeed in a similar manner. If bothlimits are in�nite, then we must treat eah limit separately by writingZ 1�1 f(x) dx = Z 0�1 f(x) dx+ Z 10 f(x) dx:In the seond type of improper integral, if the funtion is unbounded near a point, that is, hasa vertial asymptote at the point, we may integrate with that point as a limit of integration.For example, if f has a vertial asymptote at 3 and we wanted to integrate f on the interval0 � x � 3, we would replae 3 by a symboli onstant and proeed as follows:Z 30 f(x) dx = limb!3�Z b0 f(x) dx:If the vertial asymptote is between the limits of integration we rewrite the integral as a sumsplit at the asymptote and apply this this tehnique to eah new integral. For example, iff(x) is unde�ned at x = 3, and we wanted to integrate f on the interval 0 � x � 5, we wouldproeed as follows: Z 50 f(x) dx = limb!3�Z b0 f(x) dx+ lima!3+Z 5a f(x) dx:Comparison of Improper Integrals (Setion 7.8) It is possible to determine whether or not animproper integral onverges by omparison to known improper integrals. It is based on thefollowing two fats:� If 0 � f(x) � g(x) for a � x <1 and R1a g(x) dx onverges, then R1a f(x) dx onverges.� If 0 � g(x) � f(x) for a � x <1 and R1a g(x) dx diverges, then R1a f(x) dx diverges.There are similar omparisons for improper integrals of the seond type. When using thesefats, we assume that we are given an integral involving a funtion f(x). We must then seleta g(x) to use for the omparison. Useful hoies of g(x) are power funtions and exponentials.


